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Abstract The spatio-temporal dynamics of an impinging
shock/boundary layer interaction at Mach 2 and under incip-
ient separation conditions, has been investigated experimen-
tally by means of high-speed particle image velocimetry
(PIV). The available PIV acquisition rate of up to 20 kHz per-
mits a time-resolved characterization of the interaction. The
dynamics of different flow regions—notably the separation
region and the reflected shock—were quantified by means
of temporal auto-correlation fields and pseudo-spectral anal-
ysis. The PIV data further enable to investigate the rela-
tionship between spatially extended flow features, such as
shock position and bubble size, as well as the influence of
the upstream boundary layer. The results confirm earlier stud-
ies that there is an important upstream effect on the present
incipient interaction.
Keywords Shock wave boundary layer interaction ·
Particle image velocimetry
1 Introduction
Within the technology domain of high-speed flight, the
interaction that results from the impingement of a planar
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oblique shock wave on a turbulent boundary layer has
great potential impact on the vehicle performance, affect-
ing notably the efficiency of supersonic intakes as well
as being responsible for increased mechanical and ther-
mal loads on the external structures [1]. The renewed
attention for the feasibility of sustainable supersonic trans-
port has further revived the interest in this type of shock-
wave boundary-layer interactions (SWBLI) in the moderate
supersonic regime. In this context the European 6th frame-
work program UFAST “Unsteady effects in shock wave-
induced separation” (2005–2009) was conducted, in which
the shock-reflection interaction at low supersonic Mach num-
bers was identified as one of the flow categories of prominent
interest [2].
When of sufficient strength, the interaction displays a
significant degree of unsteadiness, with a wide range of
spatio-temporal scales. The observation that the reflected
shock movement possesses a time scale much larger than
that typical of the incoming boundary layer [1–4] has led
to competing explanations of this low-frequency unsteadi-
ness. Several researchers have proposed that it can be linked
to the occurrence of extremely large-scale structures in the
incoming boundary layer [5,6], whereas others advocate
a downstream driving mechanism, where the dynamics of
the separation bubble determines the low-frequency behav-
iour, largely independent of upstream boundary layer con-
ditions [7–9]. As partial reconciliation, a recent study of
Souverein et al. [10] indicates that both mechanisms are
likely to play a role in the interaction, concluding that the
upstream effects are (more) important for weak interactions
with mild or intermittent separation, whereas the downstream
effects become dominant for interactions with substantial
separation.
Experimental information on the temporal aspects of the
interactions’ unsteadiness has been provided in the past by
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high-speed qualitative visualization and point-wise time-
resolved measurements from hot-wire and LDA, while the
spatial instantaneous organization can be captured conve-
niently by particle image velocimetry (PIV). Combining the
spatial and temporal information is crucial to obtain a com-
plete description of the spatio-temporal coherence of the
interaction. Recent numerical simulations using DNS [9,11]
or LES [12] have provided much information regarding the
flow behaviour of these interactions, but remain limited in
Reynolds number (which for the present experimental con-
ditions is approximately one order of magnitude beyond
the current DNS and LES simulation capabilities). Hence,
extensive experimental data remain required, as means of
validating numerical simulations and for exploring the high
Reynolds number regime. In view of the insufficient mea-
surement rate of conventional CCD-based PIV systems and
the degraded performance of high-speed CMOS-based PIV
systems (especially at the high repetition rates that would
be required for supersonic flow conditions), a dual-PIV sys-
tem was employed by Souverein et al. [13] to extract tem-
poral information of an intermittently separated SWBLI at
Mach 1.7 (but for otherwise similar conditions as the pres-
ent experiment). In the dual-PIV approach [14] two inde-
pendent CCD-based PIV-systems, separated by means of
orthogonal polarization, are operated at an adjustable small
time delay that is not limited by the repetition-rate restric-
tions of a single system. Changing the time delay over
the range of interest then permits to sample the temporal-
correlation as function of time delay (which in the study
ranged from 5 to 2,000 µs, hence, equivalent to repetition
rates of 500 Hz–200 kHz), which gave quantitative evi-
dence of the large variation in time scales for different flow
regions.
In comparison to this previous investigation, the current
study employs state-of-the-art high-speed PIV technology,
which permits to obtain reliable quantitative velocity data
for measurement rates up to 10 or 20 kHz. The correla-
tion results are compared to the results of the dual-PIV
approach. Due to the high acquisition rate, larger data ensem-
bles (with corresponding smaller error of convergence) can
be obtained, for time delays of 100 µs and higher. Typically,
ensembles of 10,000 samples were acquired (1 s of acqui-
sition time at 10 kHz), whereas in the dual-PIV approach
data ensembles of the order of 200 were recorded (requir-
ing at the 5 Hz data acquisition rate a measurement time
of 40 s). In addition, the data time records, thus, obtained
allow spectral information to be derived, for those phe-
nomena for which the sampling frequency is sufficient.
The spatio-temporal information provided by the high-speed
PIV sequences has been further analyzed to investigate
the statistical interrelationship between spatially extended










The experiments were performed in the TST-27 transonic-
supersonic wind tunnel of the Delft University of Technol-
ogy, with test section dimensions of 280 mm (width) × 255
mm (height). The wind tunnel is operated as a blow-down
facility, permitting a run time of up to 300 s, and where
the Mach number can be set by means of a continu-
ously variable throat and flexible upper and lower nozzle
walls. The test conditions for the present measurements are
similar to those reported in [15]: a free stream Mach
number of 2.05 (U∞ = 510 m/s), a total temperature of
285 K and a stagnation pressure of 2.8 bar (Re = 36 ×
106 m−1).
A careful assessment of the free-stream quality was
made by means of a PIV measurement at high resolution
(40µm/pixel) and increased pulse separation (5µs), result-
ing in a mean particle displacement of 65 pixels. This per-
mitted to determine the free-stream turbulence level as being
approximately 0.5%.
The flow case under consideration is that of an oblique
shock wave impinging on the natural turbulent boundary
layer of the upper tunnel wall. The boundary layer has a
thickness of about 20 mm, with the Reynolds number based
on momentum thickness being 50,000. The incident shock
wave for the SWBLI is generated by a nearly full-span wedge
imposing a flow deflection of 8.0◦. The overall structure of
the interaction is visualized in Fig. 1. The interaction length
L, defined as the distance between the extrapolated inter-
section points of the incident and reflected shocks with the
wall [7], is about: L ≈ 50 mm ≈ 2.5δ. In a previous study
[15] it was verified that the interaction mean flow displayed
homogeneity in the spanwise direction over an extent of at
least five boundary layer thicknesses (equivalent to 30% of
the test section width). As a result, the mean interaction is
considered to be sufficiently two-dimensional to justify the
planar PIV measurement approach applied in the present
study.
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2.2 PIV experimental arrangement
The high-speed PIV system was set up to acquire a time-
resolved characterization of the interaction at the central
streamwise/wall-normal plane of the wind tunnel. The illu-
mination and viewing configuration were similar as in [15].
The laser illumination was provided from downstream of the
test section while the observation is made through the large
window in the wind tunnel sidewall. The laser light sheet
thickness was about 2 mm.
Although the PIV system could be operated at record-
ing rates up to 20 kHz, it was found that the results at
20 kHz were deteriorated due to irregularities in the pulse
separation, which introduced an additional uncertainty on
the velocity measurement of about 3%. Therefore, although
the 20 kHz data could still be used for visualization and cor-
relation purposes, most of the unsteady flow analysis was
carried out with the more reliable data that were obtained
at 10 kHz. The data acquisition timing, including the time
separation between the laser pulses, was controlled by a La-
Vision High Speed Controller, while data acquisition and
post-processing was performed by LaVision DaVis 7.2 soft-
ware.
Flow seeding was introduced in the settling chamber
upstream of the test section, using either DEHS liquid seed-
ing or the more refractive TiO2 solid seeding, the latter
being required in particular for the experiments at the high-
est recording rates in view of the decreased laser power per
pulse. Both seeding types have been assessed to display a
particle relaxation time τ of 2–2.5 µs [16]. The correspond-
ing Stokes number (τU∞/δ = 0.05) is sufficient to ensure a
proper tracking of the turbulent fluctuations [17].
The illumination was provided by a Quantronix Darwin-
Duo diode-pumped dual oscillator single head Nd:YLF laser
emitting at a wavelength of 527 nm. The maximum average
power of the laser at a frequency of 1–3 kHz is 75–80 W. At
1 kHz the pulse energy is 25 mJ and the pulse duration 150 ns;
at 10 kHz the pulse energy is 2.5 mJ and pulse duration is
500 ns (according to manufacturer specifications). The pulse
separation was normally set to 3µs, resulting in a particle dis-
placement in the free stream of 1.5 mm between subsequent
images, which corresponds to 20–40 pixels depending on
magnification.
The particle images were recorded using Photron
FASTCAM-SA1 1,024×1,024 pixel CMOS camera(s) (12-
bit). The maximum image recording rate of the camera at full
frame resolution is 5.4 kHz, which is equivalent to a velocity
data rate of 2.7 kHz, as two subsequent images are required
to compute a velocity field. Increased recording rates can be
achieved at a reduced frame size, up to a 40 kHz image frame
rate (permitting a 20 kHz velocity data rate) at a 512 × 256
pixels frame size. Where in the present discussion reference
is made to the data rate, this is always meant to imply the rate
Table 1 PIV viewing configurations
Configuration FOV size Resolution
( mm) (pixels) (µm/pixel) ( mm/vector)
Overview A 65 × 31 768 × 384 85 0.68
Overview Ba 60 × 30 970 × 512 62 0.50
Overview Ca,b 75 × 35 1937 × 1024 39 0.32
Bubblea 56 × 14 1400 × 384 42 0.34
a Indicates the use of 2 cameras in side-by-side configuration
b Full-frame camera sensor operation, only for up to1 kHz
at which the velocity fields are acquired, which is, hence, half
of the framing rate of the camera.
Lenses of 105 mm focal length were used with aper-
ture set to 2.8 to maximize the amount of light captured
by the sensor. The peak-locking effect induced by this large
aperture was mitigated by slightly defocusing the imager,
increasing the imaged particle size to about 2–3 pixels. From
direct inspection of the digital images we find a particles’
peak intensity of 100–200 counts. The noise level of the
camera was for the highest frame rate approximately 30
counts.
In some of the experiments two cameras were used, in a
side-by-side configuration with a small overlap, to enhance
the field of view size or to improve spatial resolution.
Pre-processing of the recorded particle images was
performed with the DaVis software, using intensity normal-
ization with the local pixel average density and min-max
filtering [18]. Subsequently, an iterative multi-step cross-cor-
relation was applied, with a final interrogation window size
of 32×32 pixels and 75% overlap. The resulting vector data
grid has a spacing between 0.3 and 0.7 mm, depending on the
specific FOV settings (see Table 1). The actual spatial resolu-
tion is related to the interrogation window size, however, the
modern image interrogation techniques with iterative defor-
mation have been shown to possess a more favourable spa-
tial response than a simple “top-hat” filter [19]. Following
these theoretical studies, the effective spatial resolution of the
present study is estimated at half the interrogation window
size, which corresponds to 0.6 (0.03δ) or 1.4 mm (0.07δ),
respectively.
Spurious vectors were removed by means of a median fil-
ter and substituted by interpolation. Typical cross-correlation
accuracy was 0.2 pixel (r.m.s.), corresponding to a velocity
accuracy of 0.5–1% of the free stream value.
Characteristic parameters for the most relevant experi-
mental configurations (used for the acquisitions at 10 kHz
unless specified otherwise) are summarized in Table 1. As
an illustration, the approximate extent and location of the
“bubble FOV” are indicated in the schlieren visualization of
Fig. 1.
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Fig. 3 Flow reversal probability (note enlarged vertical scale)
3 Overall interaction characterization
To characterize the overall flow field of the interaction, the
distributions of the time-average longitudinal and transverse
velocity components are depicted in Fig. 2, for the “bub-
ble FOV”. It may be remarked that, although no flow rever-
sal was determined on the mean (at the present resolution),
substantial backflow could be observed in a significant num-
ber of the instantaneous flow fields. Typically, reversed flow
was completely absent in only 10% of the realizations. The
spatial distribution of the flow-reversal probability is shown
in Fig. 3 (note elongated vertical scale), and displays a maxi-
mum of about 50% near the wall at the longitudinal location
of 1.3δ, in the selected coordinate frame of reference as indi-
cated. In this sense, the present interaction is considered to
be one of intermittent separation, and being either margin-
ally attached or separated on the mean (cf. [10] and [15]).
The small vertical artifact in Figs. 2 and 3 near x/δ = 1.5
results from the stitching of the images from the two cameras
employed in this viewing configuration.
Figure 4 further provides a statistical characterization of
the interaction activity in terms of the local turbulence lev-
els, revealing that the u-fluctuation is strongest in the bubble



























Fig. 4 Turbulence levels in the interaction (overview FOV); top
u′/U∞ bottom v′/U∞
reflected shock and in the region downstream of the bubble,
the latter reflecting the development of large-scale vortex
shedding in the detached shear layer, as will be further illus-
trated in the next section.
The employed PIV data acquisition rates of up to 20 kHz
permit to obtain a quantitative time-resolved visualization of
the interaction flow field. However, for reasons of data accu-
racy as stated previously, the 10 kHz data will form the basis
for the unsteady flow analysis.
Previous hot-wire measurements [20], taken at y/δ = 0.2
in the upstream boundary layer, revealed energetic scales in
the 10 kHz range. To investigate if these spatial scales were
resolved by the current PIV measurements, Taylor’s hypoth-
esis was used to artificially increase the temporal sampling
rate of the PIV measurements. This approach to transfer spa-
tial to temporal information is justified under these condi-
tions, where the temporal fluctuation at a stationary location
is dominated by the convection of the turbulent structures. By
means of a velocity-pattern correlation procedure between
subsequent velocity fields, the spatial information was used
to interpolate the velocity signal temporal variation at inter-
mediate time instants. When implementing this procedure
at y/δ = 0.2, a temporal super-sampling with a factor of
90 resulted, providing an equivalent sampling frequency of
900 kHz. Assuming that the interrogation window size acts
as a low-pass filter, the equivalent cut-off frequency is about
200 kHz (the overlap factor being 75%). The resulting spec-
trum was found to show good accordance with the hot-wire
results.
To illustrate the interaction dynamics, in particular that
of the separated flow region covered by the “bubble FOV”,
a sample sequence of nine subsequent velocity vector fields
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Fig. 5 Sequence of
acquisitions (at 10 kHz rate) for
streamwise velocity component
(left) and corresponding vortex
detector (right) reveal a
substantial life-time of the
separated flow region
acquired at 10 kHz rate is given in Fig. 5. In the diagrams on
the left, the background colour codes the streamwise velocity
component (white indicates reversed flow). The correspond-
ing diagrams on the right characterize the accompanying
shear-layer development and vortex shedding process, visu-
alized by the vortex detector as described by Graftieaux et al
[21]. This particular vortex detector employs a nonlocal cri-
terion, which makes it more suitable for detecting large-scale
vortical flow structures than local criteria based on velocity
gradients, like vorticity or swirling strength. The success-
ful application in similar shock-interaction studies based on
PIV was reported in [8] and [10]. For more precise details
the reader is referred to the original reference [21] or the
preceding studies [8,10].
The shear layer is seen to develop along the interface
between the high-speed and low-speed regions, and the
formation of large-scale vortices becomes evident, espe-
cially downstream of the crest of the bubble, which agrees
with uncorrelated instantaneous observations from low-
repetition-rate PIV [10,15,20]. The time sequence gives evi-
dence of a substantial life time of the separated flow region.
From the observation that it persists over several consecu-
tive frames, the characteristic frequency of the overall bubble
dynamics can be inferred to lie near or below 1 kHz. In the
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downstream vortex-shedding region, vortices are observed to
convect between subsequent images over approximately one
quarter of the longitudinal size of the observation domain
(hence, 15 mm), corresponding to a convective velocity of
about 150 m/s (30% of the free stream velocity). From these
values an Eulerian time scale of the order of 100µs follows
(corresponding frequency 10 kHz). The associated Strouhal
number, based on the interaction length L , is of order unity,
which agrees reasonably well with values reported in [7], that
were derived from wall-pressure signals.
3.1 Shock unsteadiness
The transverse turbulence component field in particular
(Fig. 4) contains clear traces of the reflected and (albeit to a
lesser extent) the incident shock, as a result of the prominent
change in the v-component over the shocks. Time records of
this velocity component can, hence, be employed as represen-
tative indicators for the shock motion. The v-component is
favoured as shock-motion indicator over the u-component,
as it reflects the flow deflection which is usually easier to
identify than the flow-magnitude change associated to com-
pression.
The shock activity in three distinctly different flow regions
has been assessed in this manner, viz. the incident shock, the
reflected shock and the reflected shock foot. The shock foot
is defined here as the region of the reflected shock system
inside the boundary layer. The corresponding “probe loca-
tions” were taken at y/δ = 1.32 for both the incident and
reflected shock, and at y/δ = 0.64 for the shock foot. The
longitudinal position of each of the probe locations corre-
sponds to that of the local maximum in the v-component
r.m.s. (incident shock: x/δ = 0.63; shock foot: x/δ = 0.67;
reflected shock: x/δ = 1.52). A sample time trace of 25 ms
duration (out of the total measurement time of about 1 s)
obtained at a sampling rate of 10 kHz, is depicted in Fig. 6.
The velocity fluctuations at the reflected shock (red) and the
shock foot (blue) show a high degree of correlation, but with
additional high-frequency fluctuations for the shock foot.
This observation supports the idea that the shock foot dis-
plays a combination of the relatively slow motion of the shock
system as a whole, in (partial) response to the bubble dynam-
ics, and an additional high-frequency response towards the
passing of turbulent structures from the incoming boundary
layer. The time trace of the incident shock, on the other hand,
shows an appreciable smaller dynamics, in particular, the
large-scale low-frequency behaviour being absent suggests
that there is little correlation between the incident shock and
the large-scale interaction dynamics.
The level of correlation of the different regions of the
flow with respect to the reflected shock motion was assessed
by correlating the v-component at the reference point (rep-
resenting the shock motion) with the velocity fluctuations













Fig. 6 Time records for v-velocity at shock probe locations: red
reflected shock; blue shock foot; green incident shock
everywhere else in the flow field. The reason why the change
in the v-component at the reference point can be related to
the shock motion is that across the reflected shock the flow
is deflected upwards, leading to a positive gradient of v in
the streamwise direction. Hence, the v-component at the ref-
erence point will decrease for a more downstream position
of the shock and increase for a more upstream position. The
results are expressed in terms of the (normalized) correlation
coefficient:
Rvre f ,ui (x) =
ui ′(x, t) · v′(xre f , t)
σui (x) · σv(xre f )
(1)
Here, ui represents either the u or v-component of the veloc-
ity, while σ stands for the standard deviation of the particular
variable.
Figure 7 depicts the correlation coefficient spatial distri-
bution for the v-component (top) and for the u-component
(bottom), respectively. The upper graph reveals that there is
a high degree of correlation along the entire reflected shock
structure, which is consistent with an overall motion of the
complete shock system. Also in this representation the cor-
relation with the incident shock is observed to be very small,
the v − vref -correlation coefficient being less than 0.1. The
u−vref -correlation (Fig. 7 bottom) also shows the same level
of correlation across the reflected-shock system, but in addi-
tion substantial negative correlation levels are observed in
both the upstream boundary layer (Ruv up to −0.25) and
in the downstream region (Ruv up to −0.33). Note that a
negative value of the correlation in this situation indicates
that an increase of the local u-component is expected to be
accompanied by a decrease of the v-component at the ref-
erence point, the latter corresponding to a downstream dis-
placement of the reflected shock. Although the correlation is
not necessarily indicative of any causal relation, it illustrates
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Fig. 7 Spatial distribution of the velocity correlation coefficient
between the transverse velocity in the shock reference point (indicated
by the black dot) and the transverse (top) or longitudinal (bottom) veloc-
ity component, respectively
that a downstream displacement of the reflected shock is sta-
tistically accompanied by an increase of the momentum in
the incoming boundary layer, as well as a contraction of the
low-speed bubble region.
3.2 Shock dynamics characterization
A spectral estimation of the velocity time traces at the
three selected shock probe locations was made employing
Welch’s averaged modified periodogram method as imple-
mented in the cpsd function in MatLab. To smoothen the
resulting spectra, a relatively small window size of 300 sam-
ples was chosen. The resulting pseudo-spectra are shown in
Fig. 8 (premultiplied, arbitrary units). The reflected-shock
dynamics are observed to contain a low-frequency energetic
dominance in the range of 300–400 Hz. The corresponding
Strouhal number based on the interaction length L is 0.03–
0.04, which compares well with the values reported in other
studies [7]. Comparison of the spectra further confirms the
higher spectral content of the shock foot in comparison to
that of the reflected shock, as observed in the time series
of Fig. 6. However, as the spectrum maintains to display an
increase towards the end of the spectrum (at the Nyquist fre-
quency) it must be concluded that this part of the spectrum
is unreliable, as a result of the aliasing of high (physical)
frequencies present in the shock motion. For the reflected
shock, on the other hand, a comparison of spectra of the
shock motion obtained at different sampling rates (5, 10 and
20 kHz) suggests that the shape of the spectrum presented
here can be considered representative in the frequency range

















Fig. 8 Pseudo pre-multiplied power spectra for the shock motions
(color legend as in Fig. 7)
up to 2 kHz. The shock-foot dynamics is hence distinct from
that of the reflected shock (outside the boundary layer), with
the spectrum suggesting a shift in the dominant frequency,
if any, towards values in the order of 1 kHz. Hot-wire mea-
surements carried out in this region at y/δ = 0.2 revealed
a spectral maximum for 1–3 kHz [20], corresponding to a
Strouhal number of about 0.1–0.3. The results hint that there
may be spectral content at higher frequencies, which cannot
properly be resolved, however, due to sampling frequency
limitations.
3.3 Temporal-correlation analysis
A subsequent temporal-correlation analysis was carried out
to obtain a characterization of the different time-scales of
the flow field that is not distorted by the sampling-frequency
limitations that affect the spectra. Following the approach of
Souverein et al. [13], the spatial distribution of the temporal
auto-correlation of the streamwise velocity component:
Ruu(x,t) = u
′(x, t) · u′(x, t + t)
σ 2u (x)
(2)
was evaluated for different values of the time delay t . In
view of the data acquisition rate of 10 kHz, results are avail-
able for time delays of integer multiples of 100 µs (which is
about 3δ/U∞). Figure 9 shows two distinguishing examples,
for 100 and 500 µs, clearly revealing the relatively large time
scale of the reflected shock region. The bubble region, while
still being significantly correlated at 100µs, has no discern-
ible correlation any more at the higher time delay of 500 µs.
For selected flow regions averaged values of the correla-
tion have been determined, focussing on the reflected shock
region (outside the boundary layer), the shock foot and the
shear layer region immediately above the bubble. A more
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Fig. 9 Temporal auto-correlation coefficient map of the streamwise
velocity component for time delays of 100µs (top) and 500µs (bottom)














Fig. 10 Temporal auto-correlation coefficient as function of time
delay, for selected regions of the interaction. Filled symbols indicate
dual-PIV results from Souverein et al. [13]
precise definition of the extent of the different regions can
be found in [13]. The results are displayed in Fig. 10, where
they have been compared to the dual-PIV data from [13],
which were obtained in the same facility at very similar inter-
action conditions. The two experimental approaches show
a good agreement. The relatively slow decay of the auto-
correlation for the reflected shock corresponds to the low-
frequency behaviour observed in the spectra. The shock foot
curve has the character of a multiple-time scale phenome-
non, with a relatively rapid initial decrease (which cannot
be captured in detail in the present experiment, but is con-
firmed by the dual-PIV results) and a slowly decaying tail.
This would correspond to high and low-frequency content of
the spectrum, respectively. These observations would sup-
port the previous remarks about the dual response nature of
the shock foot, as inferred from the time trace of Fig. 6.











Fig. 11 Temporal auto-correlation coefficient map for the vortex
detector (time delay 100µs)
The shear layer region displays a substantially smaller
time scale than the reflected shock. However, this value is not
representative of the time scale of the bubble itself, which as
will be shown later in Sect. 4.1, is about one order higher. This
seeming discrepancy is explained by the fact that the auto-
correlation of the velocity fluctuations for the shear layer
region is dominated by the vortex shedding, which occurs
at a significantly higher frequency than the overall bubble
motion. The observed time correlation is in reasonable agree-
ment with the Eulerian time scale of 100µs that was estimated
from the vortex convection in connection to the visualization
in Fig. 5.
Figure 11 displays the correlation for the vortex detec-
tor at a time delay of 100µs, for a magnified field of view.
Two separate regions of increased correlation are clearly vis-
ible, corresponding to large and small bubbles, respectively
(compare Fig. 5). This supports the concept of an intermittent
behavior between separated and attached flow, with relatively
rapid transitions in between.
4 Dynamics of spatial interaction features
In addition to local flow field properties (such as velocity),
the whole-field capability of PIV also permits a temporal
characterization of spatially extended features, such as shock
position or separation region size.
To investigate the shock dynamics, instantaneous shock
positions were determined in each of the individual realiza-
tions. Also in these procedures, for the reasons mentioned
previously, the v-component was used as a suitable indicator
of flow deflection associated with shocks. For the reflected
shock, outside the boundary layer, this was performed by
matching the time-average streamwise v-profile to the instan-
taneous one, by shifting it to agree at the position of the stron-
gest positive gradient (i.e., upward flow deflection). Instead,
for the reflected shock foot, inside the boundary layer, the
shock position is taken directly as the location of the maxi-
mum streamwise gradient of the v-component. To suppress
noise peaks in the instantaneous v-distribution in the lat-
ter case, a linear smoothing over 20 vectors in streamwise
123
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(a)  reflected shock position




(b)  shock foot position




(c)  bubble size




(d)  boundary layer momentum
time [ms]
Fig. 12 Time records for shock positions, bubble size and boundary
layer momentum
direction was applied, which does not essentially affect the
shock location determination.
Regarding the interaction bubble, it has been remarked
previously that the interaction displays a character of incip-
ient separation, with no (or marginal) flow reversal on the
mean. The separation and occurrence of backflow is hence
highly intermittent. Although no flow reversal is present in
only 10% of the realizations, the cross-sectional area of the
flow-reversal region displays a highly skewed distribution,
with an average size of about 0.07 · δ2. In addition, as can be
observed from the visualizations of Fig. 5, the detached shear
layer can be associated with an interface at a positive value
of the streamwise velocity. Hence, the (“separation”) bubble
was interpreted more broadly in the analysis as the low-speed
region where the velocity is below a certain threshold value.
The threshold has been taken here as 90 m/s (18% of the free
stream value). It was verified that the results were not crit-
ically sensitive to this value. For this particular choice, the
average cross-sectional size of the bubble was 0.28 · δ2.
4.1 Time records, frequency spectra
and temporal-correlation
Figure 12 displays an example time record of 250 sam-
ples recorded at 10 kHz rate, for the reflected-shock and






























Fig. 13 Temporal characterization of the interaction region: shock
positions and bubble size (a), pseudo pre-multiplied power spectra
(arbitrary units) (b), temporal auto-correlation coefficient as function
of time delay
with δ), the bubble size (the observed cross-sectional area
scaled with an area the size of δ × δ) and the relative change
of the boundary layer average momentum (evaluated over an
area of approximately 0.5δ × 0.5δ, immediately upstream
of the interaction). Directly obvious is the relative low-fre-
quency content of the reflected shock motion and the bubble
size variation with respect to the other two phenomena.
The spectral characterization of these properties of the
interaction region is depicted in Fig. 13 in terms of the (pre-
multiplied) pseudo-spectra and of the temporal correlation
coefficient, for the reflected shock and shock foot positions
and for the bubble size. Similar as for the velocity correlation,
see (2), the auto-correlation R11(t) or cross-correlation
R12(t)of the spatial features under study were computed
as function of time delay, according to:
Ri j (t) =
φ′i (t) · φ′j (t + t)
σi · σ j (3)
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where φ represents any of the interaction features considered.
For both the reflected shock and the shock foot the results
are very similar to the analysis of the velocity fluctuations,
see Fig. 8 for the spectra and Fig. 9 for the time-correlation.
The spectrum for the bubble size displays a maximum in a
frequency range around 1 kHz, which is distinctly higher than
for the reflected shock. The corresponding Strouhal number
based on the interaction length L, amounts to 0.10. Also the
time-correlation results display a faster decay for the bubble
size than for the reflected shock, which supports the differ-
ence in dominant frequency observed in the spectra.
4.2 Cross-correlation and coherence
The extent of correlation between different spatial phenom-
ena was investigated by means of conditional averaging, tem-
poral cross-correlation and spectral coherence analysis.
4.2.1 Conditional averaging results
Based on a specific conditional averaging criterion (like
shock position or bubble region size), subsets of about 600
vector fields were extracted to be representative of small
and large values of the criterion. Each set corresponds to
6% of the total ensemble of about 10,000 for a specific
experiment. In this selection, the most extreme values were
discarded to avoid that rare and possibly erroneous events
would contaminate the conditional-averaging results. Aver-
aging the flow fields of each of these subsets then provided
the conditionally-averaged flow fields corresponding to the
“extreme events”, of either large or small values of the con-
ditioning criterion. To highlight the effect of the particu-
lar conditioning criterion, the difference between the two
extreme situations was evaluated, by subtracting the “low-
value flow field” from the “high-value flow field”. Figure 14
displays the corresponding differential velocity distributions
(for the u-component) for the most relevant conditioning cri-
teria investigated. The resulting plots have, hence, to be inter-
preted as representing the change in the streamwise velocity
when the conditioning parameter changes from a small value
to a large value. Consequently, a positive value indicates that
the u-velocity at that location increases with the value of the
conditioning parameter (and vice versa). In addition to the
cases reported here, the conditional-averaging analysis con-
firmed that free stream velocity and incident shock position
(which showed to be connected) do not have a noticeable
impact on the interaction, hence ruling out incident shock
fluctuations as a driving mechanism for the unsteadiness of
the interaction.
Conditioning on the reflected-shock position (Fig. 14-top)
reveals a strong link with the fluctuations in the bubble size:
with the shock in the most upstream position the bubble
region is largest, with reversed flow on the mean. Also,




















Fig. 14 Conditional-averaging results: differential u-velocity distribu-
tions between “large” and “small” criterion events. Condition criterion:
reflected shock position (top); boundary layer velocity (centre); bubble
size (bottom)
the conditional averaging reveals a (weak) relation with the
upstream boundary layer: a more downstream position of
the shock is associated with a higher streamwise velocity
in the boundary layer, in accordance with the velocity cor-
relation results depicted in Fig. 7. A similar dependence
between shock motion and the incoming boundary layer was
observed by Beresh et al. [23] for a compression ramp inter-
action. However, the velocity variation in the boundary layer
is approximately a factor of 5 smaller than that in the bubble
region.
When conditioning on the average boundary layer stream-
wise velocity (Fig. 14-centre), the link between boundary
layer and the bubble is much stronger (the variation in both
regions being of the same order), while the impact on the
reflected shock, although still noticeable, is smaller than in
the previous case. Conversely, when conditioning on the bub-
ble size (Fig. 14-bottom), very little connection with in the
incoming boundary layer velocity is detected, while the cor-
relation with the reflected shock position is again clear.
In conclusions, the conditional-averaging results seem to
indicate that there is indeed a strong and immediate connec-
tion between the bubble size and the reflected shock position.
There is evidence for an effect of the incoming boundary
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BL - separation bubble
bubble - shock
Fig. 15 Temporal cross-correlations between boundary layer momen-
tum, shock position and bubble size
Table 2 Cross-correlation results
Phenom. 1 Phenom. 2 Max. R12 Delay 1 → 2 (µs)
Shock foot Reflected shock 0.70 50
Reflected shock Bubble size −0.28 0
Shock foot Bubble size −0.36 100
BL momentum Reflected shock 0.26 100
BL momentum Shock foot 0.23 0–50
BL momentum Bubble size −0.50 150
Reflected shock and shock foot refer to their position; BL momentum
refers to the average velocity in the lower half of the boundary layer
(not taking variable density into account)
layer momentum, primarily through its effect on the bubble.
However, although high/low speed in the boundary layer is
found to correspond to a similar change in velocity in the
bubble, the opposite conclusion is not supported: apparently
a large/small bubble size is to a lesser degree linked to the
instantaneous velocity in the incoming boundary layer. A
plausible explanation for this could be an attenuated response
of the bubble to the inflow conditions.
4.2.2 Cross-correlation results
As the conditional averaging is applied to instantaneous real-
izations it does not take the effect of a possible time delay into
account. Therefore, a further quantification of the observed
coherence between the different flow region phenomena was
made by computing their temporal cross-correlation R12(t)
as function of time delay. Selected cross-correlation curves
as function of time delay are depicted in Fig. 15, while
Table 2 lists the maximum value of the cross-correlation
coefficients, which usually occurred at a time delay at or
near zero (in the latter case the temporal offset could usually
be explained from a convective delay). Note that in view of
















shock foot - shock
Fig. 16 Coherence between boundary layer momentum, shock posi-
tion and bubble size
the data acquisition rate of 10 kHz, only an estimate of the
time delay between the two phenomena could be made, with
a precision of the order of at best 50µs.
The first entry of Table 2 shows a high correlation between
the reflected shock and the shock foot, implying that on over-
all the shock system moves as a whole. The negative correla-
tion between the shocks and bubble means that a downstream
shock position is accompanied by a reduction in bubble size,
in agreement with the conditional-averaging results. From
the correlation it appears that the connection with the shock
foot is stronger, which is not surprising as this is the part of
the shock directly upstream of the low-speed bubble region.
Assessing the possible impact of the incoming boundary
layer as a driving component in the interaction, it is found that
the momentum in the boundary layer correlates positively
with the shock position (higher momentum corresponds to a
downward displacement of the shock) but that the correlation
is relatively weak. Much stronger is the correlation between
the boundary layer and the bubble size. The negative value
indicates that higher momentum in the boundary reduces the
bubble size. The variation of the cross-correlation coefficient
with time delay for the latter two effects (see Fig. 15) shows
especially a prominent delay for its influence on the bubble,
with a maximum of the correlation being more than twice
the value at zero time delay. The PIV study of Humble et al.
[6,20] reports values of about 0.2–0.3 for the instantaneous
correlation between boundary layer shape factor, reflected
shock position and bubble size, which are very similar to the
values found here for zero time delay.
4.2.3 Coherence results
The coherence coefficient (Fig. 16) indicates that the strong
correlation between reflected shock and the shock foot is
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explained especially by their high coherence in the low-
frequency domain. From a low-frequency value of about 0.9,
the coherence drops off above frequencies of the order of
100 Hz. The boundary layer (momentum) and the bubble
size maintain a substantial coherence up to the range of the
dominant reflected shockwave frequency (around 300 Hz).
As the reflected-shock motion is concerned, a similar coher-
ence is observed with the bubble as well as with the bound-
ary layer momentum. In conclusion, the coherence analysis
indicates that at the more energetic moderate frequencies of
the reflected shock motion (between 100 Hz and 1 kHz),
the boundary layer and bubble effects are of similar order,
whereas a high coherence between boundary layer momen-
tum and bubble size is maintained, which seems to support
that the boundary layer has an important role in the unsteadi-
ness of the interaction through the effect it has on the bubble.
5 Conclusions
The temporal dynamics of a supersonic shock wave boundary
layer interaction, under intermittently separated conditions,
has been investigated experimentally by means of high speed
PIV. Acquisition rates of up to 20 kHz were used to obtain
a time-resolved characterization of the interaction flow field.
Due to laser-pulse synchronization problems at the highest
acquisition rate, most of the quantitative analysis was carried
out for data acquired at 10 kHz, for which the velocity data
are reliable. The reflected shock displays a typical energetic
frequency that corresponds to a Strouhal number SL of about
0.03–0.04, which agrees with various other studies. The bub-
ble dynamics were found to occur at a somewhat higher fre-
quency (SL ∼ 0.1). The difference in time scales for the
different regions in the flow was further quantified by means
of the temporal auto-correlation, which were found in good
agreement with the results from a previous study employing
a dual-PIV approach [13]. To quantify and correlate the pos-
sible interrelation of different flow phenomena—notably the
incoming boundary layer, the bubble region and the reflected
shock—several data analysis techniques were applied: condi-
tional averaging, auto-correlation and coherence. The results
confirm earlier studies that for this intermittently separated
interaction there appears to be a substantial upstream influ-
ence. However, both the conditional averaging and the cross-
correlation results, as well as the coherence analysis, indicate
a more immediate link of the boundary layer to the bubble
than to the shock itself. This observation, together with the
finding that the bubble dominant frequency is intermediate
between the frequency of the reflected shock and that of the
shock foot (the latter likely to be representative of the fre-
quency of excitation by the incoming boundary layer), could
be in support of the concept that the bubble dynamics act
as a low-pass resonance filter that determines the dominant
frequency of the overall interaction and the reflected shock
in particular [7,11,24].
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